DOVER HISTORICAL COMMISSION

A meeting of the Dover Historical Commission was called to order on July 1, 2008 at 7:03 pm.

Present were Richard Eells, Jane Moore, Paul Tedesco and Charlotte Surgenor
Absent: Ken DiNisco, Kay Guild and Tom Johnson

Minutes from the May and June meetings were reviewed and approved as corrected.

Ken DiNisco has declined to accept a second term due to a conflict. There was discussion of a replacement.

Six Farm St. Update – Richard Eells and Alan Freyer have been in conversation about status of 6 Farm. At the time of this meeting Mr Ramsey has not heard from Alan Freyer recently. Mr Calo is waiting to hear from the commission to see if Dr and Mrs Oliva have complied with the bylaw. Jane Moore will send a letter to Mr. Calo. Richard received a letter from Mr Freyer dated June 24, 2008 wanting to know if the DHC had completed their archiving and documentation process.

Richard Eells paid $1210.00 to The Able Lens (Thomas Lingner – 617-489-5883) for the archival photos taken on May 31, 2008.

Richard Eells received a box of “old materials” from Barbara Bedell. Richard will review the contents.

The meeting was adjourned at 7:46 pm. The next commission meeting will be held on September 9, 2008 at 7:00 pm.

Respectfully submitted
Charlotte Surgenor - Secretary